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Nonverbal Code as a Component of an Etiquette Vocabulary in American Lingua-cultural Society
 (on the basis of Daniela Still’s novels).
Юлія БОНДАРЕНКО, Наталя РЕВА

This article is dedicated to the manifestation of nonverbal behavior in the American lingua-cultural society. On the basis of the popular American novels of Daniela Still a special classification of nonverbal code as an element of an etiquette vocabulary is propounded and thoroughly analyzed. The most typical American nonverbal communication programs and the results of their exchange are examined.
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Ця стаття присвячена прояву невербальної поведінки в американському лінгво-культурному пространстві. На матеріалі популярних американських романів Даніели Стілл пропонується класифікація невербального коду як елементу етикету. Вивчаються найтиповіші американські  невербальні комунікативні моделі та результати їх взаємодії.
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Nonverbal language means are known and used since ancient times. By the end of the XIX century Darwin [20] tried to define the nature of the nonverbal behavior (he called it "feelings expression"). 
Russian scientist Rubinstein S.L. [2] has stated the fact, that expressive movements are not simple accompaniments of emotions. They have some topical function – a communicative one, they are the means of information conveying and its influence on a recipient, they are a wordless speech, performed in expressiveness. 
Up to the middle of the XX century, western and Russian psychology had been cultivating a viewpoint, that nonverbal communication accompanies a verbal row – the  paralinguistic approach [2]. 
The researches of this sphere claimed, that nonverbal behavior illustrated our words, helped to convey their sense to the recipient, thus, it had only a supplementary value for the language conduct. Not only the paralinguistic approach, but the linguacentered one had been playing an important role in the nonverbal communication studies [2].  Within the approach in question nonverbal means were studied “in the own image” of human speech according to the linguistic criteria.
The linguistic model was a climax of the linguacentered approach [2]. In sixties it was propounded by Birdwhistle, one of the representatives of the symbolic interactionism school. According the Birdwhistle, symbolic interactions between people include a limited repertoire of 50-60 elementary movements, gestures and body poses. Human behavior is composed of kinemo, elementary movement units (as if “letters” of the body movement), in the same way as human speech is organized from the continuity of words. It was Birdwhistle, who introduced the notion kinesics (the learning about nonverbal human movements in the communication process). Finally, an American researcher R. Harrison rendered concrete the status of the nonverbal language. The results of his works has shown, that verbal language possesses have the following characteristics - discretion, intentional nature, definiteness; whereas nonverbal language has the opposite characteristics - continuity, unintentional nature, possibility of presence. According to everything mentioned, Harrison made a conclusion, that a large number of nonverbal texts cannot be transformed to the code of any language at all without a considerable loss of their content for the partners.
In order to avoid the misunderstanding of the notions “nonverbal communication”, “nonverbal interaction” and “nonverbal behavior”, which are often used as synonyms, it is important to differentiate their meaning and render concrete the context, in which they are to be used within this article. For this we used one of the most expedient terminology systems, which was propounded by a Russian psychologist V. Labunskaya.
	Nonverbal behavior is characterized by unintentional nature that presumes unconscious use of the nonverbal symbols that form implicit, hidden communication acts.
	Nonverbal communication is mostly intentional gestures, body movements, poses, which are common for the certain society and can be varied according to a cultural environment or a living place (for instance gestures and greetings). The main characteristics of the nonverbal communication, which differentiate it from the nonverbal behavior, are expediency, discretion and invariability.
Nonverbal interaction is both an exchange of the nonverbal behavior or nonverbal communication programs and the result of this exchange.
Therefore, we are mostly interested in nonverbal behavior and nonverbal communications, which compose it and help with its analysis.
The types of the nonverbal behavior can be divided into five main categories: illustrators, adaptors/manipulators, emblems, emotions, regulators [2.3].
Let us examine the semiotics of the nonverbal communication means of the American lingua-cultural society in the light of language means of the nonverbal code realization in the Daniela Still’s novels. Having analyzed the lexical means of the nonverbal code expression as the element of the etiquette vocabulary in the novels of the popular American writer of the XX century, we can propound their following classification:
1	kinetic expressive movements:






- 	with a positive shade
-	with a negative shade
4 	acoustic 
- 	voice shades
- 	psycho-physiological expressions of an individual
	Kinetic means are the most important. These are the movements that are visually perceived by another person and they perform an expressive-regulative function in an interaction. Kinesics comprises expressive movements, which are expressed in mimicry poses, gestures, and walk. Pantomimic signs, as well as the other nonverbal and verbal means of interaction, are often polysemantic and polyfunctional. They can have a purely etiquette character or reflect the emotional states of Americans. 
There is a significant number of the nonverbal communication means in the works of Daniela Still that reflect the emotional states of Americans. Mimicry plays a special role in the information conveying process. Muscles movements of an individual are called a mirror of a soul. For instance the researches has proved, that in auditorium 10-15% of information would be lost provided a lecturer was unmovable or invisible [7]. The main characteristics of mimicry are its integrity and dynamics. It means that in mimic expression the gestures of the important emotional states (rage, happiness, fear, sorrow, astonishment and disdain) and all the muscles movements of an individual are coordinated. [8]. 
After the thorough analysis of the Americans’ mimic movements in the novels of Daniela Still’s, we came to the conclusion that they can be both intentional and unintentional.
	“Oh?” Zack raised an eyebrow in total innocence". [7] Eyebrow raising is a typical face expression that is an astonishment signal. In this case the mimic movement is intentional for it is conscientious and can be controlled.
	At the same time, as it was stated above, a lot of body movements cannot be controlled. For example the lips are trembling when a person is worried or disappointed: "She sighed as her lip trembled" /118/ 
	A small number of individual expressions, which reflect emotions, are universal and easy to recognize. All people despite their race, culture or sex express wrath, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and astonishment in completely the same ways, and Americans are not an exception in this case. 
	The analysis of the novels in question has also shown that Americans’ gestures are mostly unintentional. Despite the fact, that they can be controlled they are unconscientious. It is shown in the following example “Come on” he held out his hand. - it is possible to make do without this gesture, but it is a logical continuation of a verbal expression, a kind of an emotional impulse. In the next example a girl substitutes a gesture for a verbal expression without realizing it: “Jessie indicated a chair near her desk and then sat back down in her own..” 
“Sabina threw back her head and laughed. She loved it. She was torturing him and she knew it”. These examples demonstrate the usage of gestures on purpose, as well as self-confidence and control over a situation. These examples are rather exceptions than a rule, for gesticulation during a conversation is not typical for Americans (according to the Daniela Still’s novels). In the novels it becomes obvious, that the higher status of an American is, the less he/she gesticulates. 	Pantomimic movements, as it is seen from the novels, can be etiquette proper (“ritual”) and be used only in traditional cases, but at the same time they remain to be informative, as they are the typical markers of the etiquette vocabulary.
	In most cases such an etiquette gesture as a handshake is used during greetings, farewells, meetings, as well as the expressing of gratitude, sympathy and enthusiasm. The thorough analyses of Daniela Still’s novels gives us the right to claim that the gesture in question is common for Americans as a greeting or farewell signal only: "He stood and held out a hand. His arm was long and powerful, his handshake firm, his eyes an icy blue. Mel Wechsler extended his hand across his desk. “I think so too. I’ll call your agent with a definite answer. ”He stood up, and Bill had no choice but to do the same, praying that he made a decent impression. He reached across his desk with an outstretched hand and a warm smile, his brilliant blue eyes taking every inch of Bill Warwick. ”Hello, Bill. Thank you for coming.” “Good evening.” She looked down at Zack and held out a hand as he smiled at her. “Miss Quarles...” /88/ He shook hands with Zack…
	In the novels of Daniela Still a handshake is a characteristic of official talks and meetings. It means, these gestures are purely ritual and deprived of any emotional shades. We should pay our attention to the standing up during a meeting or an introduction (in the first two examples). One can notice that Americans usually stand up during greetings and introductions. Only old, seriously ill and handicapped people remain sitting during greetings or when they are introduced.[5] 
	Mimicry is also connected with glance or visual contact, which are of exceptional importance for any interaction. When we meet people, who look at us in the way, we did not get used to, we have negative or unclear impressions of such people and of our interactions with them. With the help of the novels in question we can come to the conclusion, that optical means of interaction are divided into two groups: eye expression and glance itself. Due to the eyes the most precise signals of a man’s state can be conveyed, for widening and narrowing of pupils cannot be conscientiously controlled. Having analyzed the linguistic units that nominate a nonverbal code as a component of an etiquette vocabulary, we can claim, that wide open eyes of Americans can express such emotions as astonishment:"…her eyes grewwide…/;“Really? Gabby opened her eyes wide…”; disdain "What time did he arrive?” The cop narrowed his eyes
According to the novels context we also can state, that straight look into the eyes shows an honesty and sincerity of any answer or reply:“By the way, who else have you got for this so far?”“No one.” He looked her straight in the eye. or“…he looked deeply into her eyes ‘there is nothing I can do...”
A look straight into the eyes during a question signalize in its turn of the fact, that a person reckons to get an honest reply, thus in such a way a straight look into the eyes is a kind of a plea: “What are you going to do now?”  he forced himself to look into her eyes , no matter how much it hurt him.
	Accordingly, when Americans try to hide the truth they look away from the interlocutor: “…but he shook his head and averted his eyes so she wouldn’t see all that he was feeling…”
“Sabina Qharles- he gently grabbed her wrists and looked deep into her green eyes- “will you please tell me what you’re saying, you are driving me crazy.”/54/  “their eyes met and held…”/18/ The deep look into the eyes of one another shows, that there is a conversation between two close people, the ones, who are relatives or know each other very well. The use of glance for an affection expression takes its roots in the childhood, when a child looks at their parents attentively, seeking a careful protective power. In other cases a long deep glance can be interpreted as unfriendly, insincere, and sometimes even aggressive. Daniela Still uses the corresponding synonyms to demonstrate such looks: he stared at her, Charlie looked evily; she could feel him staring at her and she turned her eyes to his./437/. 
		If an American feels negative emotions during a conversation he cannot keep looking for a long time: She glared at him with eyes filled with fear and hatred.  Audrey was eyeing him sharply.
		Tactile means of interaction are dynamic touches in the form of slapping somebody on the back, hugs or even kisses. It is proved, that dynamic touches are biologically necessary form of stimulation, and not just a sentimental detail of human interaction [8]. Such stimulation can have both positive and negative shades. The use of dynamic touches by Americans is determined by several reasons. The most important of them are the partner’s status, age and sex, and that, how good interlocutors know each other. Such a tactile element, as slapping somebody on a back or on a shoulder, for example, is possible under the condition of the close relations between interlocutors and equality of their social status. Americans are also well known “back slappers” [4,5], they like to slap each other on a back to show their friendly intentions. These means of nonverbal interaction are also quite informative, in compliance with the etiquette character especially: “Happy New Year, sweet friends...” And Jane found herself kissing one of the cameramen, and then embracing Gabby, as the director came and kissed them both. /129/;“Happy birthday, Mom...”...and all she could do was cry and laugh as she was passed from arm to arm, being kissed and hugged .  She came around the desk and threw her arms around him, giving him an enormous kiss on the cheek. “Thank you Mel Wechsler, thank you.””I’m grateful for the opportunity, Mel.” She leaned forward and kissed him.. From the examples above one can notice, that kisses during congratulations and gratefulness expressions convey a certain message, which cannot be verbally expressed. As it was mentioned before, Americans are very sociable; they always express their emotions, touching a collocutor: “Don’t be. You’re worth every penny of it” He smiled at her and stood up, and walked out of his office with her, his arm around her shoulders, feeling brotherly warm. /67/ …Jane threw her arms around him and hugged him tight, crying herself... “Everything is goin to be alright…I know it will…” ; Jane gently rubbed his neck as he cried and hid his face in his hands.; Bill cried as he walked outside, and Harry put his arms around him…. So during sympathy expressing the verbal effect is intensified (the first two examples) or is substituted with a simple touch or an embrace. These expressions of emotions are natural and logical for Americans.
	However emotions can be negative as well, and in this case they are also manifested in the form of touches: He took two quick steps and crossed the small kitchen to grab her arm and hold her there. “Don’t feed me with that sheet any more. I’m taking you to the hospital right now!”/33/ “Get out now.” He grabbed her arm. These gestures express rage, an aggression towards other person, and they are naturally antietiquette.
	Tactile communication means have a communicative function of a status-role relations indicator to the greater extent in comparison with other nonverbal means. Inadequate use of personal-tactile means can lead to the conflicts in interaction.
	Having analyzed the novels, we came to the conclusion, that a verbal expression is intensified with the help of power, loudness, and quality of a voice itself, as well as pauses in a conversation, and miscellaneous psycho-physical expressions of a human being (cry, cough, laugh, breath), which have an informative load.
	In her novels Daniela Still uses a great number of synonyms to describe the voice shades o Americans, for instance: “Sorry, I’m late”. She smiled, and her voice seemed deeper, sexier than he remembered.  - an apology expressing; “Keep it that way. And congratulations. You’re gonna do great. ”He sounded moved. “ I’m proud of you.” - the expression of a compliment or congratulations; “Is there anything I can do to help you?” Jane asked gently.  - an assistance offer expression; “You don’t belong there any more. You never did. ”His voice was harsh when he spoke of it. - the expressing of anger. Enthusiasm, happiness and distrust  are usually shown with a high voce, anger and fear — with quite a high voice as well, but in a wider tone range, power and height of a sound. Sorrow, sadness, tiredness are usually conveyed with a soft and calm voice and with an intonation falling till the end of a phrase: “Let go of me.” Her voice was dangerously calm. She lowered her voice ”I hate going home. It always such a strain.”  In the example above the author shows sadness tiredness with the help of the nonverbal means in question.
		Any voice kind and any gestures, used together with it, can be accompanied with the so called extralinguistic means of interaction. “She eyed him from under the brim of her hat and he laughed”.“My God, she’s fabulous”, Jane whispered to Mel…he laughed.” We can claim, that laugh is a corresponding reaction to a look or a verbal expression.
The novels analysis proves, Americans like to smile and laugh, creating an atmosphere of an unconstraint in such a way. 
	Thus, it is important to be able not only to listen to, but to hear the intonation tune of speech, to evaluate the power and tone of a voice, the fluency of speech, which help to express our feelings , thoughts, will, not only together with a word but despite it and sometimes even contrary to it. Moreover, a well-prepared person can define, what movements are going on during the pronouncing of this or that phrase, and vice verse, observing the gestures in the process of speech, one can define, in what voice a person is talking. Therefore it is necessarily not to forget, that sometimes gestures and movements can contradict to what the voice is verbalizing. It is necessarily to control and synchronize this process. 
		As it was mentioned before nonverbal behavior is polyfunctional. Having examined all of its manifestations in Daniela Still’s novels, we can propound the following classification of its functions: substitution (emblems, contextual), illustration (confirmation, refutation).
		The novels analysis has shown that nonverbal behavior can be a substitute for verbal expression. Depending on the used nonverbal means, we can speak either of emblematic or of contextual gestures.
		An American culture has quite a developed structure of emblematic gestures, the ones that are perfectly comprehended by all the members of a lingua-cultural society. After the thorough analysis of Daniela Still novels we give the following examples of the most often used emblems in the USA. A raised upward thumb is a symbol of a compliment or a sign with the meaning of “ok” “all right”: He pointed his thumb upward and Jane smiled gratefully. A nod or a headshake means a positive a negative answer: shе nodded...He had forgotten that about her, but as she shook her head, he remembered. Waving is a symbol of farewell: She waved, as she headed back toward Rodeo Drive. Zack climbed into his car with a last wave at Mel. These emblematic gestures are treated as natural well-comprehended, however, there are a lot of examples when American travelers were misunderstood because of using an American gesture system in the countries, where gestures have another meanings.[3,4]. Some nonverbal signs have sense under certain circumstances and in a certain context only: Jane threw her arms around him and hugged him tight, crying herself. In the previous example only the context helps to understand, that in this case the embrace does not mean greetings or congratulations, but sympathy. But in the following example, for instance, it is a manifestation of gratitude:“ She came around the desk and threw her arms around him, giving him an enormous kiss on the cheek.” 
		We can state my times the fact, that it is difficult to differentiate nonverbal means from verbal ones as well to control the nonverbal signs during a conversation. Depending on that whether the meanings of verbal and nonverbal code coincide or not, we can speak about the function of illustration, which confirm or refutes a verbal expression. Due to the thorough analysis of the novels in question we came to the conclusion that American nonverbal code usually confirms to the verbal one, Americans are not disposed to telling lies: “Really?” Gabby opened her eyes wide…/123/ - the verbalized surprise conforms to the wide opened eyes that manifest astonishment as well. She smiled and shook her head with a look of amusement. ”For you, Mel, I’d do almost anything, but I won’t do that.”/20/ - the nonverbal refusal, which is expressed in head shaking, accompanies the verbal one. However, the cases when nonverbal and verbal behaviors contradict to one another are not such a rare commodity: “Sure…”-was the answer. He averted his eyes. Looking away from one’s interlocutor means only that a person is telling the untruth.
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